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Above all, they established ' politic government' based on
the ideal of a ' well-ordered and ruled trade '. This ideal,
inherited from the Middle Ages and maintained down to the
Revolution of 1688, embodied a philosophy of commerce, in
which' adventuring1 abroad was deemed a profession requiring
training and experience, prices were kept at a high level, the
standard of quality was guaranteed, and production was
restricted. Upon these four fundamentals rested the com-
munal organization of commerce.
The case The arguments in favour of an open trade show how the
tra&tional outlook, embodied in the basic concepts, was
, being modified under the inexorable pressure of economic
realities. The practice of endowing a company with ex-
clusive privileges was bound to evoke the jealousy of those
shut out from its limited membership. Freedom of trade,
it was declared in the House of Commons in the reign of
James I., " is every man's inheritance and birthright".
Its denial infringed the ' Englishmen's liberty'—a phrase
which (it is worth while to observe) occurs in a fifteenth-
century statute (1497), although in the economic sphere the
' liberty' of Englishmen was scarcely more than a con-
venient myth. And those who hammered at the gates of
the company, vociferating that " all free subjects are born
inheritable to the free exercise of their industry", were
supported by the testimony of facts, since behind the fa?ade
of a communal system which stood for equality of oppor-
tunity the forces of individualism were already in possession
of the citadel. The bulk of the company's business was
actually handled by a coterie of large traders who had
managed to squeeze out the ' young beginners ' and men of
* lower estates', despite the * order of stint' which was
nominally designed to curb ' the overgrown and great-pursed
merchant'. Moreover hostility to the competitive instinct,
which was enshrined in the communal system, had consider-
ably weakened with the passage of time. The growth of
competition, " all the world striving to engross all the trade
they can ", gradually forced upon English merchants the
conviction that they must make it the interest of other
nations to deal with them by discarding the policy of high

